B2

Jobs for Lazy People

LIU001

Complete the text with ONE word that fits into each gap.

When flicking (1) ___________________ the job pages of a newspaper you tend to find the
same adjectives in any advertisement : ambitious, hard-working , motivated, dynamic ,
cooperative . Even if these are traits you are bound to find in every job (2) ______________
are a few jobs where they might not apply. Sometimes you can even be lazy to do them.
Furniture companies, for example, often hire people
(3) ___________________ job it is to test new sofas,
armchairs, beds and other products. It's their job to
sit in chairs or lie in beds for hours and just try to
(4) ___________________ comfortable. Sometimes, it's
even acceptable to fall asleep while (5) ______________
"work".
Another job you might try (6) ___________________ if you're not that ambitious and hardworking is a house-sitter. These people (7) ___________________ paid just to look after
someone else's house and make sure everything is OK while the owners are on holiday
or on a business (8) ___________________ . It's rarely the case that you have to deal
(9) ___________________ problems that come up, (10) ___________________ a leak in a water
pipe.
If you like (11) ___________________ TV all day, consider being a binge watcher. Watch
your favourite series on a streaming service of your choice and write a report
(12) ___________________ it. You don't even have to get out of bed for this job.
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KEY

When flicking (1) through the job pages of a newspaper you tend to find the same
adjectives in any advertisement : ambitious, hard-working , motivated, dynamic ,
cooperative . Even if these are traits you are bound to find in every job (2) there are a
few jobs where they might not apply. Sometimes you can even be lazy to do them.
Furniture companies, for example, often hire people
(3) whose job it is to test new sofas, armchairs, beds
and other products. It's their job to sit in chairs or lie
in beds for hours and just try to (4) feel / be / stay
comfortable. Sometimes, it's even acceptable to fall
asleep while (5) at "work".
Another job you might try (6) out if you're not that ambitious and hard-working is a
house-sitter. These people (7) get / are paid just to look after someone else's house
and make sure everything is OK while the owners are on holiday or on a business (8)
trip / journey. It's rarely the case that you have to deal (9) with problems that come
up, (10) like a leak in a water pipe.
If you like (11) watching TV all day, consider being a binge watcher. Watch your
favourite series on a streaming service of your choice and write a report (12) about it.
You don't even have to get out of bed for this job.
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